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Two Thoughts on Fast Recognition of Indexed Languages 
]~BERHARD BERTSCH 
Fachberelch 10, Universitdt des Saarlandes, 66 Saarbriicken, West Germany 
The class of indexed languages has been shown to combine high generative 
power with an intrinsic closeness to he class of context-free languages. This 
line of thought is extended to cover the behavior of both language classes 
with respect o parsing time. We show that a natural notion of unambiguity 
provides the same order of complexity for the word problem in both language 
classes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Indexed grammars were introduced by Aho (1968) as an extension of 
context-free grammars. While their generative power is superior to that of 
c.f. grammars, they share many desirable properties of the latter. 
An important property of the context-free class is that languages with 
unambiguous phrase structure can be parsed in time proportional to the 
square of the word lengths, as demonstrated by Earley (1970). 
The purpose of the present note is to show that, in a certain sense, the 
same holds for indexed languages. Another result about an n2-bound is 
contained in Bertsch (1975b). The author is indebted to Hotz (1974) for the 
original stimulus to investigate this sort of problem. 
2.  DEFINIT IONS 
An indexed grammar G is a 5-tuple G = (N, T, F, R, S) where N, T, F are 
alphabets whose elements are called nonterminals, terminals, nd indices, 
respectively. A finite set R,  of index rules A -+ w (A ~ N, w E (T v3 N)*) is 
associated to each index f E F. R is a finite set of rewriting rules 
A ~ x lz  1 "-" xmz~ , 
where AeN,  x~eNuT,  z i~F* ,  and zl =e  i fx ieT( i~m) .  SeNis  
called the initial nonterminal. 
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Let K = (NF*  u T)*.  We write x --+a Y for x ,y  ~ K if either 
(i) x = uAwv,  u, v E K ,  A ~ N ,  w ~ F*, 
A -+ X lZ  1 "'" XmZm @ R, y = UXlZ  1' " "  x~nZm'V with 
z (  ~ E for x i~Tandz(  ~ ziw for x~ E N or 
(ii) x = uAfwv,  u, v ~ K ,  A ~ N,  w ~ F*, f E F, 
A -~ x 1 "" x~ ~ R~,  y -~ uxlz  1 . . . .  x~z~'vwi th  
zi'  ~ E for x i~  T and z~' = z, for x~ a N .  
The reflexive, transitive closure *-+c of--*c gives us 
L(G): = {w E T* I S *-~ w}. a 
The concept of ambiguity is less immediate for indexed grammars than for 
phrase structure grammars. We will call an indexed grammar tree-unambiguous, 
if the c.f. grammar obtained by ignoring all indices is unambiguous and the 
different rule sets are disjoint. This means 
(i) U(G) : = (N, T, R '  U Rs~ t..) ... u Rs , S)  is an unambiguous c.f. 
grammar for {fl ,..., fn} ~ F and 
R'  : = {A --~ xl "'" x~ I A -+ x lz  1 "'" x~z~ ~ R, 
xi c N tA T, zi ~ F*  (i ~ m)} 
and 
(ii) R e tq R '  = R s (3 Rg = ~ for f =/= g, and card(R) = card(R'). 
3. UNINDEXED REWRITING 
We now define a homomorphism h: (NF*  U T)*  ~ (N  w T)*  by h(A) -~ A 
for all A ~ N,  h ( f )  ~- e for a l l feF ,  h(a) = a for all a e T and have 
PROVOSlTION 1. Let  x *-~o Y for an indexed grammar G and 
x, y ~ (NF*  t.) T)*.  
Then h(x) *-~c" h(y)  for G' = U(G). 
Proof. I t  will suffice to sl~ow that x---~c Y implies, h(x)---~c" h(y). Let 
x = uAwv with u,v~K,  A~N,  w EF*.  Then h(x) = h(u) Ah(v). I f  
A --~ x lz  1 "" x~zm ~ R for xi ~ N u T, zi aF*  (i ~< m), then A --~ x 1 "" xm E R'. 
Hence, h(x) --~ h(u)x l . "  x~h(v) -~ h(UXlZ ~ . . . .  x,~z~'v) with zi '  = e for 
xi ~ T and z i' = ziw for xi ~ N; the same consideration applies if A --~ 
xl "'" xm e R f  for fEF .  
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4. THE RECOGNITION PROCEDURE 
We can now formulate our assertion. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let G = (N, T, F, R, S) be a tree-unambiguous indexed 
grammar. Then there is an algorithm which will recognize w eL(G)  or reject 
w ~ L(G) in O(n 2) steps, where length (w) = n. 
Proof. We first try to construct a parse tree for w in L(U(G)). I f  there is 
none, w is not inL(G), by Proposition 1. If there is one, we apply the following 
procedure in top-to-bottom fashion. Its correctness is straightforward. 
A formalized version of the proof is given by Bertsch (1974). 
(1) Associate the empty string to the top node! 
(2) I f  any node n is labeled by the rule A-+ xlz 1 ... x~z meR 
(x i ~ N ~ T, z i eF*)  and the string s 1 --" se has been associated to that node, 
then associate the strings zis 1 "" sl~ to the dependent nodes n~ (i ~-~ m)[ 
(3) I f  any node n is labeled by the rule A--+ x 1 "" x,~ e R I ( feF )  
and the string s 1 .-- se has been associated to that node, then check whether 
s 1 ~ f [  I f  this is not the case, w ~L(G). Otherwise associate the string s 2 -.. sk 
to each dependent node n i (i ~ m)[ 
(4) I f  all nodes are reached, w eL(G). 
Now the construction of our parse tree in U(G) need not take more than 
O(n 2) steps, where n = length(w), because U(G) is unambiguous [Earley 
(1970)]. Clearly, parse trees of unambiguous grammars cannot have more 
than O(n) nodes, because the existence of cyclic derivation sequences 
A *-+ B *-+ A would entail ambiguities. 
Thus step (2) or (3) will be applicable only O(n) times. Basically, steps (2) 
and (3) consist of copying a string of length O(n) a finite number of times. The 
n-bound exists, because no production rule will increase the length of an 
index string by more than max{length(v) I u -+ v e R}. Hence, it is readily 
seen that a simulation of our recognition procedure will not take more than 
O(n 2) steps on a random access machine. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We do not expect hat all indexed languages can be described by grammars 
with unambiguous phrase structure. Nevertheless, we can show that many 
interesting languages do belong to the above class. The grammar 
G, = ((S, T}, (a, b}, {f, g}, {S --~ aTg, T ~ aTf}, S) 
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Rf = {T-+ bTa}, Rg = {T-+ ba} 
L 1 = {a'b~an I n >~ 1} 
L(U(G1)  ) -~ {a~bna n [ m, n > 1}. 
G = ({& T, V}, {~, a, c}, {k ,  f2, g}, 
{S- .  Tg, T-+ ~TA , T -~ bTA, T ~ cU}, S) 
R** = { V-+ Ca), Ry, = {V-+ Ub}, R, = {U ~ ~) 
generates 
L 2 = (wcw i w ~ {a, b}*} 
from 
L(u(G))  = {wc~' I ~, ~' ~ {a, b}*}. 
Both grammars are evidently tree-unambiguous. 
We add that we could not find out whether the class of context-flee 
languages is contained in the class of tree-unambiguous indexed languages. 
A positive answer would of course imply that all c.f. languages can be parsed 
in time n ~. 
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